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of the nuclear equation of state (EOS) In producing prompt supernova exploexamined* Results of calculations of Baron, Coopersteln, and Kahana Incorgeneral relativity and a new high density EOS are presented, and the relethese calculations to laboratory experiments with heavy ions considered.

I. INTRODUCTION
It has been known for a considerable time that the properties of nuclear matter play
a significant part in stellar evolution. If the density of normal, saturated, nuclear matter, p0 » 2.6 x 101"* g/cm3, is taken as a standard, then for most of a
star's life one needs only consider nuclear naterial at quite low density, During
the gravitational collapse of the cores of many massive stars, however, densities
several times greater than p. are achieved. It is such highly compressed matter and
its properties that particularly concern me here. The progenitors of type II supernovae, i.e. those supernovae whose spectra contain hydrogen lines, are believed to
possess initial total mass in excess of nine or ten solar masses. I will discuss
hydrodynamic simulations of collapse, carried out by Edward Baron, Jerry Coopersteln
and myself ll], which are the first to produce a prompt shock-explosive mechanism
for type U s , beginning with the 1 2 ^ and 15Mg models of Weaver and Woosley [2].
Over the years, two major classes of mechanism have been proposed. One approach
seeks an ejection of the stellar mantle and envelope by an explosive shock created
in a core bounce after collapse. A second approach would have the exterior regions
blown off by the energetic neutrinos produced somewhat after collapse. Both of
these scenarios are present in the classic papers of BURBIDGE, BURB1DGE, FOWLER, and
HOYLE [3], and in the Intervening years early work by COLGATE and collaborators [4]
was carried out along both lines. Most recently, several authors (MAZUREK, COOPERSTEIN, KAHANA [51; WILSON [61, ARNETT [71; KILLEBRANDT [8J) have examined the collapse and subsequent shock formation with apparently negative results. Artificial
initial models (COOPERSTEIN [9]; COOPERSTEIN, BETHE, and BROWN [10]; KAHANA, BARON,
and COOPERSTEIN (111) for the degenerate iron core can lead to explosions, but
attempts to begin with the realistic evolutionary models of Weaver and Wooslay and
collaborators (WWZ [12]; WHF [13]; W [2]) have uniformly ended with stalled,
accreting shocks.
Initial quiet evolution in the more massive stars, taking some 10-100 million
years, ends with a core consisting only of elements near iron in atomic number,
supported by degenerate electron pressure. Collapse is first triggered by photodisintegration of iron, then by the pressure drop following rapid B-capture, and
finally halted by the stiffening of nuclear natter at high density. Bounce occurs
when densities at the outer edge of the homologously collapsing part of the core
reach nuclear saturation values. A shock is inevitably formed, at or near the radius where lnfall and sound velocities match, I.e. at the sonic point (see Fig. 4).
In question then is the outward propagation of this shock through the remaining
dense material in the core, while additional material continues to rain in.
The eventual fate of the shock is determined by the initial shock energy and by
the losses suffered along its path. The initial energy in the shock is clearly
borrowed from the gravitational well, and the losses result from dissociation of
nuclei and from neutrino escape. Interestingly, although the collapsing core mass
'The submitted manuscript has been authored under contract DE-AC02-76CH00016 with
the U.S. Department of Energy.

13 almost all non-relativistic r.uclel or nuclear matter, It Is supported by the
pressure of a highly relativlstic, degenerate, gas. The adiabatlc index C p /C v for
such a system is V " 4/3, and the non-relatlvistic vtrial theorem tells us that the
total core energy starts close to zero. The entropy is initially low and remains
low throughout collapse (BE7HE and collaborators [14]); thus the process is essentially adiabatic, and the total energy stays close to zero throughout. At maximum
compression, this zero core energy is divided between approximately 100 x 1O S1 ergs
(100 foes') of negative gravitational energy and 100 x 10 5 1 ergs of internal energy. Since only one foe emerging In the shock is sufficient to unbind the mantle and
envelope (bound by a few tenths of a foe) as well as produce the required visual
display, one must be prepared to carry out an accurate calculation on a delicately
balanced system.
The early work of MAZUREK, COOPERSTE1N, and KAHANA [5] began with the 10-25 M 0
models of HEAVER, WOOSLEY, and ZIMMERMAN [12) and found stalled shocks. It was
argued that excessive neutrino escape and dissociation were responsible for the
enfeebled shock. However, WWZ [12] models ascribed a mass of 1.S1 Mg to the initial
iron core. The shock could simply not traverse so much dense material in the highly
compact core. In further work, by WEAVER, WOOSLEY, and FULLER (WWF) [13] the omission of Important B-capture channels was corrected, the initial electron fraction Y |
lowered, and hence the effective core mass (recall M(Chandresakhar) -5.6 Y§) was reduced to 1.36 H 9 . He shall see that, though the WWF core is more diffuse than that
of WWZ, we were still unable to successfully simulate type II supernovae. Our
development (BARON, COOPERSTEIN, and KAHANA [ID depends critically on the equation
of state used for nuclear matter at high density and on the introduction of relativlstic gravitation into the collapse phase, '.y theoretically altering the equation
of state, corresponding to a softening of high density matter, we are able to increase the energy initially puoped into the shock. In a purely Newtonian calculation this change In not sufficient. Paradoxically, it is the Introduction of general relativity, despite the apparent harm caused by the strengthening of gravitation.
In combination with the softer matter that leads to a successful theoretical mechanism.
II. THE EQUATION OF STATE
Sole In Supernovae Studies
Driven by the exigencies of the supernova problem, we have In earlier work employed
as simple an equation of state a* permitted [l,!),!^!. Such an approach (a justified not only from calculatlonal necessity, i,e, reduction In computing Cine, but
also from Informational reality* Considerable theoretical knowledge and experimental constraint can be brought to bear on the nuclear equation of state at densities
below the saturation value pa(x)» x™Z/A, for normal nuclear matter. At higher density, however, little Is known from laboratory experiment, A second point In favour
of simplicity la the restricted sensitivity of the collapse calculations to various
components in the equation of state. Baldly put, the collapsing stellar core near
maximum compression senses some average compressibility at saturation and some average adiabatic index over a range of densities from pQ to perhaps 3-4 Po, and little
else.
Another relevant issue to keep in mind, missed by many earlier workers, is the
actual environment in the stellar core at collapse. In particular, the charge to
mass ratio, Z/A - Ye drops; to the value x " .32 because of B-capture. For densities greater than p o (Z/A), equal to 2.4 x 10 1M gin/cm3 for Z/A - 1/3, we then suggested the simple fora

for the cold nuclear pressure. Here K o is the nuclear modulus of incompressibillty
at saturation. I.e. u - 1, and at the charge to mass ratio Z/A, while y Is the
limiting adiabatic index at high density. The corresponding nuclear energy per
baryon Is
E/A - -16.0 •«• 29.3(1 - -2|) 2 + E o + | ^ f _ . u~2^

HeV

*G. E. Brown Is responsible for the unit 1 foe - 10 sl ergs.
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with the cold compresslonal energy
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The thermal
In (1) Is that of a non-lnteractlng Fermi gas, Incorporating corPo energy
P
relation effects only through the effective mass In the Feral energy tf 5 •
p2/2m*(p ). Thus, our equation of state for dense nuclear matter can be viewed as
cEntainlRg three unknown parameters, K Q (Z/A), -y, and the effective mass. Figure I
displays P from (1) as a function of density and parametrlcally of f.
N

Fig. 1. Pressure versus densities are given for the Baron, Cooperstein, Kahana high
density equation of state for two values of the parameter y (the high density adiabatlc Index) I D (1). For comparison, Che same curve Is shown for a very stiff equation of state (Brick Wall) In an artificially constructed model.
At the high densities reached In the collapsing cores of supernovae, and certainly at the perhaps even higher densities of the final compact remnant (presumably a
neutron star), two forns of matter may compete for dominance: the hadronlc matter I
have considered and quark matter. Expressing the baryon equation of state In t e n s
of the thermodynanic parameters, volume, chemical potential (u) and temperature, and
then recalling Che phenonenologlcal equation of state (at T-0)
..* - B , with B the bag pressure

(4)

allows one to get some handle on the transition point. The main point I make here
is to note the ambiguities Inherent in proceeding with hydrodynamical simulations
based on too elaborate an equation of state and In assuming only hadrons are present, even though the transition density is not achieved during collapse. Equation
(1) should then be thought of as playing a phenomenological, symbolic role.
Asymmetric Hatter
Recall also, as I have Indicated above, that in the collapse environment 0-capture
has reduced the electron fraction, I.e. Y e to near 1/3. The lncuopressibillty Kfl is
a strong function of the asymmetry of nuclear matter, a point first made in BARON,
COOPERSTEIN, and KAHANA [15]. Using knowledge of the symmetry energy, BCK arrived
at the simplified expressions

K,,(Z/A) - K0(l/2) [ l-a(Z/A-l/2)2 ]
po(Z/A) - po(l/2) [ l-b(Z/A-l/Z)2 ]
which for a-2, b-3/4 yield a good representation of the calculations of KOLEHMAINEN
and collaborators [16]. Since

it is clear that somewhere between Z/A » 1/2 and completely asymmetric neutron
matter, Z/A " 0, Kg(Z/A) must vanish; the saturation minimum becomes a point of
inflection and then disappears. Most of the softening we require, to achieve
theoretical explosions, from the BLAIZOT [17] value for K0(l/2) that I later discuss, results from the extrapolation exhibited in (5). The development in this section runs contrary to the oft-stated opinion that asymmetric matter is "stiffer"
than symmetric matter. This statement is presumably based on the true but misleading changes in effective forces expected as one goes towards neutron-rich matter.
The only meaningful density at which to cite a compression modulus is the saturation
value P Q ( Z / A ) . Clearly from (5) this inconpressibility decreases as Z/A + 0, i.e.
asymmetric matter is softer at saturation than is symmetric matter; this effect is
heightened by the [pol2 factor in (6) coupled to the behaviour of p.(Z/A) exhibited
in (5).
Nuclear Compressibility Information from Low-lying Excitations
Since the changes in the properties of nuclear matter we require are soaewhat controversial, I would now like to consider briefly just what Information we have about
f(p) and K.(Z/A (and m*(p )) at the densities achieved In the central core at
bounce. We can of course get K o , y, and o* directly from nuclear matter calculations, but It is also interesting to bring whatever empirical evidence exists
directly to bear. In terms of the Landau parameters FfCl-0,1,.,.) characterising
the effective particle-hole interaction in nuclear matter, one can write
Ko - 6ep(l + F o )
(7)
c*(pF) - n[l + Fj/3] .
In Che simplified case of Skyrme forces BLAIZOT [17], whose development I follow
here, derives the result

!l£ 2 23 a ]
P
° Po
where e(p 0 ) Is the energy density functional at saturation and

*t|
a ~ —rr-— Po ,

while Che force la given by
v(rT') - 1/V(te + t3 pd) «(r-r")

(9)

For the choice Kp - 1.35 tm~l and cCp.J/p,, - -16 MeV, Blaizot [17] obtain*
Kj - 167 + 212d MeV. KQ then varies between 238 MeV and 96 MeV for d varying
between 1/3 and -1/3, corresponding effectively to an Increase In the range of the
force. To relate these quantities In infinite matter directly to finite nuclear
information, Blaizot [17] performed a random phase calculation (RPA) for the energy
of the breathing mode In heavy nuclei. His results are summarized in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The HPA predictions of Blalzot for the breathing mode In 2 o a Pb and 90 Zr
compared to the experimental values (dashed lines). The vertical lines Indicate the
calculations for different forces used in the RPA. Bl and Dl, which give results
closest to experiment, are both finite range forces, wMle Skyrme forces Ska, SIV,
and SIII all give larger compressibilities and disagree with experiment. The
Infinity in K^ (and po(») above) refers to the infinite matter limit.

A major problem in this standard treatment of finite nuclear compressibility is
apparent In the relation for KQ(l/2) in terms of F o and m*. The effective mass is
evaluated at the Fermi surface, whereas the single particle (hole) states Involved
in the finite nucleus RPA are appreciably removed from Pp. The well publicized
difficulty in reproducing known single particle levels above and below the closed
shell nucleus 20 °Pb, with the quasi-zero range forces like Skyrme and its variants,
is a strong warning in this regard. The two particle correlations in the RPA shift
the monopole resonance some 14 MeV downwards, and are an added complication. I personally feel we are a long way from pinning down the lncompresslblllty of nuclear
matter at saturation; nevertheless, I feel Blalzot's result, K0(l/2) - 210 t 30 MeV,
is an honest and useful estimate.
Relatlvistic Heavy Ion Collisions
The analyses of relatlvistic heavy ion experiments performed at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory by STOCK, BARRIO, and collaborators [18,19] and GUSTAFSSON, GUTBROD and
collaborators [20] are also viewed as a commentary on the nuclear EOS. Two differing phenomena: (1) pion production in heavy ion collisions, and (2) the transverse
nomentuEi distributions of collision fragments, are used Co deduce information on the
state of matter. The extraction of an infinite matter compressibility from such
analyses is complicated In this Instance by the non-equllibriun nature of Che actual
collision and perhaps also by Che fairly high tenpe rat urea achieved.
In the case of pion production (HARRIS and collaborators [18,19]; KITAZOE and
collaborators [21] the reasoning is simple: energy generated in the nuclear medium
by collision Is divided int« compressional and thermal components, with only the
latter available for plons. One Imagines a division of nuclear matter into two
regionss one collision-free or unshocked, and one shocked, in which all plons are
generated. Presupposing chemical equilibrium for the two baryon species N and A,
one obtains for the pion multiplicity

(10)
The relativlstic Ranklne-Hugonlot equations applied for a one-dimensional geometry
are then used to derive the conditions In the shocked region 2 from the known state

of normal nuclear matter <>x-Pl>(.l/2') in the unshocked region 1.
The fora of the congressional energy used in the LBL analyses (18,19] is the
so-called parabolic dependence
3 + -.

(u - 1) , r(p)

(11)

Eq. (11) can be compared to the BCK equation of state, i.e., to eq. (1). From (1)
it appears the parabolic form, for equal K., generally is stiffer than BCK with
Y S 3.
Baron, Brown, Cooperstein, and Prakash [22] have attempted to pursue a fundamental derivation of the high density EOS by introducing necessary relativistic effects.
Figure 3 from these authors presents comparative results for <mH> from BCK and from
the parabolic form. Clearly with Kfl - 400 MeV, an even stiffer EOS than afforded by
7 - 4 in BCK, for which the parabolic and BCK forns are roughly equivalent is required by the data. The stiffer the EOS employed, the less energy energy available
for pions. A cold compressibility of K. « 600-800 MeV seems necessary to fit the
plon data [18,22].
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^*K- 3 - Heavy-Ion plon production. Comparisons of BCK for y~2.3.* and of the
"parabolic'EOS with the data for the number of pions/baryons, <m.>, produced in
heavy ion collisions, from Baron and collaborators (22). The data is best fitted
by an even stiffer EOS with K0(l/2) » K ^ - 600-800 MeV.

BARON and collaborators [22] argue that the nuclear EOS is indeed stiffer at
higher temperature, e.g. at the T - 70 MeV reached in the experiments. Their argument exploits the weakening in the attractive tensor force occasioned by higher
average excitation energies in colliding Mtter. Similar conclusions, but not so
extreme with respect to the degree of stiffness, follow from an analysis of sideways
flow in heavy ion collisions (GUSTAFFSONrand collaborators [20]; MOLITORIS and
STOCKER (23 J)«
/
This disagreement between compressibilities, already present between the two different analyses of nuclear properties considered, is again exhibited in the hydrodynamic evolution of stellar collapse I now turn to. Ironically, it Is only in the
distant stellar laboratory that truly uniform nuclear matter obtains in conditions
p( chemical and thermal equilibrium,

III. KlfDRODYNAMIC SIMULATION: NEWTONIAN
The hydrodynamie scheme I discuss here Is based on a Newtonian code developed by
Coopereteln [9J and used extensively in earlier work with my collaborators
[11,15]. The force equation being studied for a spherically symmetric distribution
of natter with velocity field U(r.t) is
p(r) m(r)

pg<r.t> - - C

dP
-jdr

, with P - P.,

(12)

Plept

The mass m(r) within the sphere radius r provides a Lagrangian coordinate for the
problem. Supplementing (12) one must have some treatment of the only non-equilibrlua aspect of this problem, neutrino transport. Wilson 16) has included a more
cocplete diffusion approach In hla calculations, and these provide a normalizing
standard. In BCK [1,11.15| two approximate treatments are employed: (1) trapping
at some density plua free-streaming, or 2) leakage (EPSTEIN and PETHICK [24]). The
leakage scheme permits neutrinos to escape from all zones In the star, and was conservatively designed to over timate the escape. Energy Is explicitly conserved in
all these Lagrangian schemes.
The Newtonian simulations performed following the early work of MAZUREK, COOPERSTEIN, and KAHANA [5] were intended for answering one question: What is the sensitivity of shock stalling to the nuclear EOS above (and just below) saturation density? We recognized early on that little constraint is provided here by laboratory
experiment, and alao we felt that the shock energy would be clearly enhanced by a
softening of the high density matter. Increased gravitational compression of the
"spring" in the stiffening matter would leave the final hydrostatic core more bound,
and could result In the Increased transfer of energy to the shock. The realistic
initial models used were those of WEAVER, WOOSLEY, and FULLER [13] with central entropies of 0.67 per baryon (In units of kg) and with a core mass of approximately
1.36 Mg, much to be preferred to the 1.51 Kg core of WWZ [12).
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Fig- 4. The sonic point is displayed for two artificially constructed Newtonian
Hodels, FAIL and EXT. The dotted lines refer to the model FAIL, which produced a
stalled shock, and the solid lines refer to model EXT(TREME), which ended in a successful explosive shock. Note the small mass difference between the formation of
the sonic point In the two models (indicated by the arrows on the abscissa). This
snail mass difference is quite important to the shock propagation.
Other, artificially generated, oodels were examined to study the effects of a
softer EOS and also to study shock energy loss during outward propagation. Table I,
reproduced from BCK [151, illustrates the role of the EOS, while Fig. 4 froo the
sans source shows the relationship to shock propagation of the mass coordir >te for
the sonic point just after the last good homology. The pressure waves rea
ng the
edge of the homologous core at this time must generate a shock at the sonic point.

The shock is more likely to stall if it has to traverse more mass during its passage
outwards.
TABLE 1: The Effect of Equation of State on Shock Parameters for Two Models
K0(l/3)

If

Initial Model
(BCK)

I (a)

0.6

220
150
120
220
120

(b)
(c)
(WWF) II (a)
(b)

0.67
0.67

2
2
2

2
2

"max
(km)

(Stem3)")

Pmax

300
835
(1200)
160
320

4.67
5.54
6.06
4.80
5.60

ES
(foes)
0.30
0.64
0.96
1.47
1.80

Model I is artificially constructed with core mass M c o r e = 1.32 Ma; Model II
is that of WWF [13J. Rmax * s ctie largest radius reached by the shock before
stalling. In I(c) the shock is marginally successful in ejecting the mantle.
Omax* the maximum central density reached during collapse, Is to be compared
with p o [(Z/A) • .32] « 2.3 x 10 l * gnj/cm3. The energy E s , a measure of shock
energy discussed in BCK [15], is evaluated when the shock Is at the lagrangian
coordinate M - 1.21 Mg.
We concluded from our studies of the EOS in a Newtonian setting that Indeed shock
energies are enhanced. We napped out the losses per unit mass traversed by the
shock, but were forced to accept the unlikeliness of a prompt explosion in the realistic evolutionary models. One interesting point, however, was the rapid increase
In central density associated with the softening of higher density nuclear matter.
IV. HYDRODYNAMIC SIMULATION: GENERAL RELATIVISTIC GRAVITATION
The Schwarzschild radius of sooe 2 km for a homologous core of 0.7 M o , which collapses to 15-20 km in radius, coupled to the cancellation of core internal and
gravitational energies, alluded to above, suggests that the effects of general relativity cannot be ignored. The softer EOS further motivates the introduction of
relativity, since non-linear gravitational effects are larger for the increased
central densities. At first sight the strengthening of gravity Inherent in general
relativity will lead to deeper digging into the gravitational potential. However,
this strengthening may also produce a smaller homologous core, and hence force the
shock to traverse aore matter on its way out. Indeed, early work by VAN RIPER [25J
and TAKAHARA and SATO [26] suggested general relativity might be harmful to shock
health, but VAN RIPER noted the possible sensitivity to the EOS. It is the unique
combination of the softer EOS and relatlvistic gravitation present In our calculations that changes the picture.
The Newtonian force equation (12) is replaced by (see MISNER and SHARP [27])

U.e-*f=-

4irCRP
.2

Gn

(13)

with a gravitational mass
R(m)

Q(m,t) - f
0

4nR2p(l + E/c2)dR

,

(14)

and where m is a comoving Lagrangian coordinate in terms of which the metric is
do-2 - g u v dx M dx v - - e 2 * c 2 dt 2 + e2X dm 2 + R 2 dQ 2 .

(15)

The factor r In (13) is related to the radial metric coefficient by
e 2X

. (M)

2

f-2 t v h u e

the

specific enthalpy is a - 1 + E/c 2 + —

.

The metric must be matched to an exterior Schwarzschild solution at some low-density
surface m- nu(t), thus introducing the total mass-energy within this surface. The
stress energy tensor Is taken to be that of a perfect fluid. Eq. (13) must be
solved using the EOS for the pressure together with the cooovlng energy equation
dE
dt

(16)

-e*S

Here S is the rate of energy loss in escaping neutrinos and e
redshift.

a (small) neutrino

1000

0.10

0.19

FlK. 5. The radlue as a function of time for a collapsing general relatlvlstle
model. (12 M 8 with y ' 3 i K g (l/3) - 140 HeV ) . The numbera on the right hand side
Indicate the total enclosed mass In units of M,, The dotted line denotes the approximate position of the shock*
V. RESULTS
Our general relatlvistlc calculations have been performed using the Initial models
of HEAVER and WOOSLEY [2], with draoatic results. I tuwe already referred to these
latest models In the Introduction, but note here they resenble WWF [13] In structure
for M <.15 M,. having Iron core* with masses near 1.36 M.. However, between M 15 Mg and 20 H, a sudden change In core mass appears In the WH [2] analysis, a jump
to core masses 2 2.0 H_. This discontinuity results from faster rates used for
12
C(a,Y) I C O (ROLFS [28]) and depends on the formation or non-formation of a carbonburning shell. If the carbon-shell forms, Its large entropy creates a barrier to
further burning ending In iron. This is the case for the lighter initial stellar
masses. Table 2 Is a summary of numerical experlnents carried out for several I n i tial models differing in their parametrlzatlon of the EOS. Figure 5 contains the
radius va cine profiles for the 12 M o , model 41 of Table 2. Reasonable choices
for K g d / 2 ) , very close if not within the range obtained by BLA1Z0T [17], and for y
values near those expected frca purely theoretical considerations, result in viable
prompt explosions with energies adequate to account for any visual display. I wish
to reemphasize that most of the softening froa the near 200 HeV value of Kfl(l/2)
comes from the well understood extrapolation to asymmetric matte;. Although one
continues to characterize the nuclear EOS with Kgv'l/2) It Is the value near Z/A 1/3 that Is most important for supernova calculations and not the history between
Z/A - 1/2 and 1/3.
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Table 2

Model

Mass

(M8)
32
33
38
40
41
29
42
43
44
45

12
12
12
12
12
15
15
15
15
15

Description of Calculations

K0(0.33)
(MeV)

220
220
180
180
180
220
180
180
140
90

T

GR

(MeV)

220
170
140
140
140
220
140
140
120
90

pmax

P0(0.33)

2
2
2
2
3
2
3
2.5
3
3

no
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

1.7
2.0
2.3
12.0

3.1
1.7
3.1
4.1
3.3
4.0

E
exp
(foes)

0.1
3.2
0.8
1.7
0.8

E

loat
(foes)

2.6
2.1
3.2
2.2
3.3
2.1
2.5
3.4
3.2
3.2

The column labeled GR refers tc whether general relativity or Newtonian gravity
was assumed. K0(0.33) refers to the value of the nuclear lncompresslblllty at
saturation density when there are twice as many neutrons as protons (Z/A =0.33).
For model 33 the Cora of the incoinpresslblllty vas taken to be that of (3) with
KSVIn - 220 MeV, while for models 38 and iJ-43 Kjjym was chosen to be 180 MeV.
Model 44 had K0()t) - 140(1-1.3( l-2x)2) and the other models (29, 32, 45) had
K_ • constant at the value given in this table, Y refers to the high-density
adiabatic index discussed in the text. p™8* is the maximum central density
achieved just prior to bounce. EeXp is an estioate of the explosion energy,
neglecting the binding energy of the mantle and envelope. No entry in this
column means the shock failed to reach the edge of the iron core. EiOst i s c n e
total neutrino loss when the calculation was stopped (roughly 50 milliseconds
after bounce).
"Successful** explosions in these calculations are most succinctly characterized
by the maximum central density achieved during collapse (see Table 2). This may
well be misleading, since phase changes to quark-gluon or other exotic forms of
matter are excluded in our work, e.g. at sufficiently high density one expects hadron matter to coexist with two—flavour quark matter. Nevertheless, a high central
density signals that the unfavourable aspects of general relativity, viz. the
smaller homologous core and the perhaps stronger gravitational force the outwardmoving shock must fight against, have been offset by an Increase In the energy
transferred to the shock from the gravitational veil. An unexpected, but important,
further advantage of stronger gravitation is occasioned by the faster collapse of
the central core. The shock forms faster and will thus meet the infalling outer
core zones at tines when the latter are at lower density and falling slower. The
passage outward is thus eased considerably relative to that of the Newtonian shock.
This effect is illustrated in the density profiles in Fig. 6.
To summarize the results: In Table 2 for the reasonable choices y - 2.5 and
K0(.33) » 140, corresponding to KQ(l/2) > 180 MeV, one finds explosion energies near
2.0 foes in the general relativistlc calculations. Lower shock energies are Indeed
acceptable, and one could probably produce prompt explosions for the 12 M e and 15 H e
WW [2] models with K0(0.50) - 200 MeV, i.e. very close to the BLAIZOT [17] central
value. These shock energies are not to be taken too seriously at r.his point, partly
because of the uncertainties in our parametrizatlons and partly because the calculations should be followed further in time. Nevertheless, sufficient energy has been
generated to eject the non-core legions of the star and to account for the visual
display of a supercovae. Equally certain is that the remnant of such an explosion
will be a neutron star, although its actual observable mass remains in some doubt.
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Fig. 6. Density profiles near bounce. In ehis case general relativity (dashed
line) clearly produces a more favourable configuration for shock propagation.

VI. NEUTRON STAR MASSES
.
A possible constraint on the K..Y used in the nu< .ir EOS nay result frora a study of
the hydrostatics of neutron stars. Inordinately soft matter would be unable to
sustain the 1.4 M_ =ass observed for known neutron stars. For example, dropping the
constant Cera in (1) yields as an appropriate non-saturating EOS for neutron matter:
(16)
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Frora calculations based on (16) one concludes T - 2- 5 i s required, a not very
severe constraint in light of Table 2. However, one could easily imagine a density
variation in the adiabatic index which kept y low in the regions important in collapse while having y rise sufficiently for p > 3 to accommodate known neutron star
masses. Such a choice would also go a long way towards explaining the Berkeley
heavy ion experiments mentioned earlier. More work on the EOS is required for both
the collapse and neutron star phases, and certainly more fundamental theoretical
work incorporating aoongst other thingo, the nuances of nha.se changes.

I^conclusionTw note, no Newtonian calculation with WW initial model, yield. «ufficient energy to disrupt the star. The most favourable case for K^.33) - 1 W Mev
and Y " 2 (model 38) yields a shock which propagates off the mathematical grid, but
whose .1 foe energy cannot overcome the few tenths of a foe binding of the mantle
and envelope. Hiere Is a threshold of softness In nuclear natter beyond which the
effects of general relativity become helpful to shocks. Shock energies ar» enhanced
over Hewtonian values by an order of magnitude reasonably close to this thinhold In
° The WW Initial aodels 12] for stars more massive than, perhaps, 18 H., po«ae»»ing
iron cores greater than 2.0 M, In mass, will not explode; there is almost no chance
for a hydrodynamic shock to be viable in such a aassive cote. Perhaps the delayed
neutrino-heating ecenario of Wilson and collaborators 129] Is then appropriate.
However the use by nature of more than one means of producing type IT. supernova
appears inelegant. Arnett [30] has put forward yet another mechanism for reviving
stalled shocks: convection generated by the gradients In i e and entropy behind
the shock. Baron, Bethe, Brown, and Cooperstein [31] have examined this possibility
for the model 42 of BCK (Table 2) and conclude that although convection is indeed
possible sufficiently far behind the shock, the details of the matter and energy
distribution render such convection unfavourable to further progress of the shock.
Undoubtedly we have not yet heard the end of this tale, although I believe an
important watershed has been reached. Initial models still retain the capacity for
terror, f->r example a drop in core masses below 1.25 M, would dissolve all dlffi-
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cultieo, while an appreciable Increase In core mass would prevent any prompt shock
from succeeding. Finally, the details of .lucleosynthesis must be folooved hydrodynamlcally for a successful sh?c!i-produced explosion, and thus the Initial stellar
EOOO range required to partake li supernova for an adequate discrlpticn of the known
oleKsncol abundances, ucjld ba defined.
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